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Minority
Tutor Fund
Proposed
The Special Allocations Committee of Student Council yesterday
recommended that council allocate
$38,000 for tutoring minority students entering SJS this fall.
The allocation will be matched
by $72,000 in federal funds. The
$38,000 was considered by the committee as two separate questions.
A total of $20,000 would be for use
this slimier and $18,000 for the
fall.
A $300 stipend to be provided to
each student attending the summer session because of loss of summer wages was questioned by ASB
Vice President Bob Gottschalk. He
said he thought it would be better
to have more students in the program.
Dr. Robert S. Wittee, coordinator of the Educational Opportunity
Program which is coordinating the
program, explained that some students would be unable to attend
without funds to cover room and
board.
Gottschalk told the Daily he was
sure the allocation would be passed
by council. "But not by such a
great margin. I understand it won’t
be unanimous."
The allocation was passed unanimously by council last week but
declared illegal because of legal
technicalities in the by-laws. Council will re-consider the allocation
this afternoon in its final regular
meeting.
The newly elected council will
take over next week. Today’s
meeting will he in Cafeteria A and
B at 2:30 this afternoon. In ASB
tradition, Vic Lee, ASS president,
will chair the group’s final meeting.

Talk Cancelled
Today’s faculty book talk has
been cancelled, according to Dr.
Vial P. Sharma, chairman of the
faculty book talk committee.
The talk has been cancelled because Dr. James O’Connor, who
was scheduled to give the review,
is ill.

AFT Leaders Plan
Strike Discussion

To strike or not to strike will
be the topic of a general meeting
of the SJS American Federation
of Teachers (AFT) Thursday, 2
p.m. in Cafeteria A-B.
Failure by the State College
Board of Trustees to act on 18
demands presented to it in April
during a two-day session in Chico
has spurred AFT leaders to call
for adoption of actions to insure
fulfillment of those demands.
The need for a "decision making
meeting" emerged from a discussion by AFT members at their
last gathering April 30.
Dr. John Galm, president of
Arr local 1362, reported to the
union members that the trustees
"not only failed to give serious
consideration to the demands, but
acted to forestall such consideration by limiting his presentation
to five minutes.
MEETING ADJOURNED

Dr. Galm said one trustee moved
that the meeting adjourn immediately upon conclusion of his
presentation and this motion was
seconded and passed before GaInt
was allowed to proceed.
Dr. John Sperling, President of
the AFT College Council, which
represents 16 of 18 state college
campuses, and Dr. Bud Hutchinson, College Council executive
secretary, also reported that the
"trustees refused to give serious

consideration to the request that
immediate action be taken to meet
the growing problems of the state
college system."

LOAD REDUCTION
"They even refused to pass a
resolution in favor of the 9-unit
teaching load," said Dr. Sperling.
The AFT would like to see teaching loads reduced from 12 units a
semester to nine.
The AFT is now faced with the
problem of coming up with a plan
of action that will insure that its
demands, adopted in April, are
achieved.
Several members have pressed
for the outright adoption of strike
sanctions while other members
favored a selective confrontation
strategy with the trustees centering on the issue of reducing the
teaching load.
A proposal by Dr. Paul Dickert,
assistant professor of geology, was
fin ’Hy adopted which directed the
Le, n’s executive committee to
formulate alternative action plans
and present them at a general
meeting of the AFT,
PRESS DEMANDS

Dr. E. E. Rutherford, associate
professor of psychology and Arc
collective bargaining drive chairMan, beligYlra -rus knizeratixe %at
the president and executive committee of AFT be given authority
to press our demands as forcefully
as possible in the summer months
ahead."
Dr. Rutherford indicated he
supports "a plan to authorize the
executive committee to distribute
strike ballots if progress is not
made on the Union’s demands in
A bill exempting suspected
the next few months."
marijuana users from the Nalline
chemical test was passed in the
State Assembly today. Nalline has
a narcotic base that can be used
for detecting the presence of narcotics. The bill was introduced by
Democrat Assemblyman John Vasconcellos of San Jose.
John Bruckman, assistant for
Vasconcellos, explained that Nalline is a standard parole stipuThe Student Activities Board
(SAB) dropped charges on Monlation for narcotics users.
day against Tau Delta Phi for failing to take out an activity permit
for March 22. At that time, the
honorary fraternity held a concert
at 7:30 p.m. featuring folk singer
Rick Masten in ED100, without
notifying the SAB.
At the informal afternoon meeting, Paul Morey, chairman of the
SAB, charged Tau Delta Phi with
violating a scheduling section in
the Student’s Organizational Handbook. As a member of the fraternity, Morey disqualified himself.
The three other SAB members
voted to acquit the honorary society.
Fred Morse, grand magistrate
of Tau Delta Phi, contended SAB
could not bring charges against a
group because the organizational
handbook is mixed up, and some
sections are enforced while others
are not.
Morey stated, "A complete revision of the handbook is under
study, and I am hopeful it will be
out in two weeks. The current
handbook has inconsistencies and
is out of date," Morey concluded.

Assembly Passes
Nalline Exemption

Activities Board
Drops Complaint
Against Fraternity

U.C. Medical Reps
On Campus Today
-Photo by Al D.biel

New International Queen
SJS INTERNATIONAL QUEEN, as of last Friday night, is blonde,
blue-eyed Margaret Penniman. A sophomore French major representing Switzerland, Miss Penniman was crowned International
Queen at the International Ball. Among her interests are sailing,
skiing, parachuting, and listening to classical and folk music. A
member of Alpha Phi Omega, she hopes to do overseas work
with people of other countries. Princesses are Sri Horton, Anne
Jehle, Virginia Moy, and Mimi Rodes.

Representatives of two University of California medical schools
will be on campus today and tomorrow to talk to students interested in studying medicine.
Dr. Jack R. Scoles, dean of students at the Irvine campus medical school will be in DH505 this
afternoon from 1:30 to 3:15. Dr.
Robert. I,. Hunter, chairman of the
Davis medical school’s anatomy
department will he here tomorrow
at the same time and place,

Paris Talks
Show Early
Differences
By ARTHUR L. GAVSHON
Associated Press Writer
A spokesman
PARIS (AP)
for North Vietnam’s chief envoy
at the ’Paris peace talks declared
yesterday "no ransom will be paid
to the American aggressor" for an
end to all U.S. attacks on his
country.
Thus Xuan Thuy, the North
Vietnamese diplomat, made known
a refusal to yield to U.S. requests
that North Vietnam show restraint in return for a complete
bombing pause.
"The United States must stop
all bombing," h is spokesman,
Nguyen Van Sao, told reporters as
the negotiations took a break after the opening session Monday.
PLOY FAILED
But the ploy failed to deter Ambassador W. Averell Harriman, the
American negotiator. He said he
had been "hard at work with a
microscope" going over Thuy’s
opening policy statement of Monday. "We have got to find some
basis on which to move ahead,"
Harriman added.
The negotiators go into the second round of their talks today in
France’s International Conference
Center.
The Hanoi spokesman also asserted it was a U.S. "slander" to
say North Vietnamese were fighting in South Vietnam. Asked about
this, Harriman replied that the
presence of North Vietnamese in
South Vietnam had been established, some had been captured,
and added: "I don’t know why
they keep up this fiction."
Comment and action bearing on
the Paris talks came from these
distant places:
In Washington President
Johnson acknowledged Harriman’s
team faces "very hard negotiations" in the bid to silence the
guns in Vietnam.
CHAIRMAN MAO
In Moscow the state radio
claimed Red China’s Mao Tse-tung
told Thuy frostily he considered
"It was erroneous that Hanoi
agreed to meet" the Americans.
So far Peking’s information organs have blacked out all word
of the talks.
In London Foreign Secretary
Michael Stewart announced plans
to visit Moscow May 22 for two
day talks withhis Soviet opposite
number Andrei A. Gromyko. As
co-chairmen of the rusting Indochinese conference machinery, the
two men would share the task of
convening any new, wider peaceconference that Thuy and Harriman might agree upon.

Election Meeting
Planned by YRs
SJS’ Young Republicans iYils)
will hold their final meeting of
the semester tonight at 7:30 in
JC137.
The purpose of the meeting,
according to Richard Reeb, outgoing president, will be the election
of new officers for fall. 1968. Reel,
said that the positions lip for election are president, vice president.
secretary, treasurer, membership
chairman, publicity director and
representative at large.
"All students who have attended
three meetings this year are
eligible to vote," Reeb said.
Stressing the importance of the
Yits in the elections in the fall,
Reel, said that the group would
probably work to get people soliciting voles in the precincts.

By GFNA TRAEGER
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Earl Hansen won a partial victory yesterday, when Dr. William
J. Dusel, executive vice-president
ordered his reinstatement to KSJSFM. However, according to Dr.
Clarence Flick, general manager;
adviser for the radio station, and
the one who originally suspended
Hansen, t h e original charges
against Hansen still remain."We
must reach an informal solution
or follow formal procedure," said
Flick.
Flick may bring charges against
Hansen again, this time following
the procedure outlined in the
President’s Interim Statement on
Students Rights and Responsibilities
RESUME DUTIES
Hansen, a senior speech major.
will resume his duties at KSJS
when he interviews Dick Miner,

Dumke at SJS
On Annual Visit
Student and faculty leaders will
meet today and tomorrow with
State College Chancellor Glenn S.
Dumke during his annual campus
visit.
The chancellor is slated today to
exchange information and ideas
with leaders of minority groups,
student council and the academic
deans.
Tomorrow will be devoted to
meetings with President Clark,
Academic Council Executive Committeemen and heads of faculty
organizations.

ASH president elect, tonight from
nine to 10 p.m. in "On and Off the
Line."
One of the main concerns of Dr.
Dusel and the Judiciary who originally heard the case, was the concern for the method used to suspend Hansen. Both Dusel and the
Judiciary decided Hansen’s rights
had been violated.
GIVES REASON
Dusel gave as his reason for
making the final decision concerning Hansen’s reinstatement that
the Judiciary "did tend to do more
than was expected of them." It
had been brought out after the
Judiciary hearings that Flick’s
rights as a faculty member had
been violated in having the Judiciary make recommendations instead of just presenting facts.
Dusel’s formal statement cited
certain information obtained during a Monday reconciliatory meeting which included Dusel, Flick,
Hansen and Lewis Solitske, ASB
Judiciary chief justice. It recognized that Hansen did not receive
a written statement of the charges
and specifications and an agreement was not reached between the
two parties regarding the exact
nature of Hansen’s alleged offense
REFUSAL REASONABLE
"After consideration of these
established facts, I find that Mr.
Hansen’s refusal to accept the particular phrasing of the initial reprimand was reasonable, as was his
subsequent request that charges be
made in writing so that he could
study and respond to them.
"These rights are assured all students by the Interim Statement,
Section 9." stated Dusel yesterday

Congressional Candidate
To Campaign at SJS
State Senator Anthony C. Beilenson (D-Los Angeles) will bring
his campaign for the United States
Senate to SJS today when he
speaks at 12:30 p.m. In Morris
Dailey Auditorium.
Beilenson’s principal legislative
concerns are in the areas of human rights and consumer protection. He is perhaps best known
as author of California’s new abortion law described as one of the
most controversial bills ever
passed by the Legislature.

Rodzen Resigns
College Union
Director Position
Roger L. Dodzen, College Union
Director of SJS since 1964, has resigned effective June 30, President
Robert D. Clark announced yesterday.
"With the College Union Building now under construction, I
feel I have accomplished all that
I can here," Rodzen said, "I am
confident the program is well conceived and off to a good start."
He indicated no future plans.
Rodzen has been in charge of
coordinating plans for the construction of the $4.3 million Coluege Union Building, approved by
student vote in 1963. It is being
funded entirely by special student
fees and other private gifts, and is
scheduled to open in February
1969.
Rodzen has also headed other
College Union -related programs,
including the Invitation to the
Arts, Summer on Washington
Square cultural exchange and the
Forum Lecture Series.
Regarding the tesIgnation, Dr.
Clark said. "I am sorry to be lasing a man of Roger’s ability in
this paiition. He has made a significant. contribution to the future
of 8.1S and has earned the respect.
of the acariamic community."
"He has been most rffeetive in
working with our students in planning such meaningful programs as
our *Black is Becoming’ and ’Dilemma in the American City’
series," President Clark concluded.
Candidates to replace Rodzen
will be reviewed by a student and
faculty committee with Dr. Stanley Benz, Dean of Students, as
ch airman.

That bill legalizes abortions for
victims of rape and incest, and for
women with serious health problems. It marks the first change in
this law in over a century. He is
also known as the sponsor of the
Funeral Practices Reform bill, a
measure aimed at lowering funeral
costs.
After his first year in the State
Senate, he was voted California’s
"best all-around senator" by members of the Capitol press corps. In
a poll taken among Young Democrats throughout California, Bellenson was chosen "as their favorite senator," according to Tim McGrath, president of SJS’ YDs.
YDs are sponsoring his visit.
Beilenson is running for Senator because he feels "the Democratic Party needs to produce new
candidates who are willing to articulate new solutions and objectives in our domestic and foreign
policy."
Beilenson said he entered the
Senate race due to his concern
over "the crippling effects on our
efforts to alleviate poverty, rebuild cities, and end racial discrimination."

at a KSJS staff meeting which
he requested.
"On authority delegated to me
by the President of the college, I
find the sanction against Mr. Hansen to have been applied without
the procedural requirement stipulated in the Interim Statement
and therefore declare the sanctions
void.
"This nullification of the sanction imposed on Mr. Hansen last
February in no way assumes or
infers the innocence or guilt of
any party to the original controversy."
AREAS RESOLVED
Dusel also pointed out several
areas of controversy he wishes to
be cleared up including "Reaffirmation or modification of present
policy which establishes KSJS as
’The official voice of the College’
rather than a ’student publication’
of the kind described under Section
VI of the ’Interim Statement’"
This contradicts the Judiciary’s
recommendation that KSJS be considered a student publication. Associate Justice Grady Robertson
commented on the Monday attempt
at reconcilliation, "I do not feel
Solistke had the right to represent the Judiciary without conferring with the Judiciary. The Interim Statement and the intereet
of the students have been compensated to facilitate the age old tradition of might vs. right"

Heart Attack
Takes the Life
Of Former Prof
Funeral services are being held
today for Lawrence A. Appleton,
59, a former SJS professor who
died in a San Jose hospital Sunday
after suffering a heart attack.
Services will be conducted at
10 a.m. at Trinity Episcopal
Church.
Appleton was a professor of
marketing and statistics at SJS for
12 years between 1955 and 1967.
He attended Stanford and later
Harvard University, where he was
graduated with a master’s degree
in business administration.
He was also active in civic affairs. He served on the San Jose
City Planning Commission, the San
Jose Welfare Commission, San
Jose Unified School District Board
of Trustees, the Joint city-county
planning board for the present
Civic Center and was president of
the Merchants Association.
He was a member of the American Marketing Association, the
American Statistical Association,
the Biometrical Society, Stanford
Alumni Association and Harvard
Alumni Association,
Appleton is survived by his wife,
Carla, whom he married in 1934.
He was the father of John Lawrence Appleton and Dorian Janet
Appleton, both of San Jose, and
Brinley Sundell Appleton of Alameda. He also leaves two grandchildren.

Group Offers Solutions
To Minority Problems
Recognizing that many minority
student-faculty problems exist on
the state college campuses, the
California State College Student
Presidents Association (CSCSPA)
is considering several solutions to
alleviate the situation.
The CSCSPA is reviewing a
recommendation that it urge the
California State College Academic
Senate and the Chancellor to take
necessary steps to modify "appointment standards as necessary
to provide for the appointment of
ethnic minority faculty" and that
the legislature be encouraged "to
subsidize these faculty in obtaining advanced degrees."
Feeling the need to help minority students at college, CSCSPA
In reviewing the possibilities of
haying a "Student Activities director at the campus level dealing
solely with members of racial and
ethrile minority groups and culturally and economically dbadvant-

aged students." The program will
be similar to the ombudsman position at SJS, created by President
Robert Clark last year.
The CSCSPA is also debating
whether to "Direct the CSCSPA
Legislative Coordinator to seek
the introduction of measures into
the California State Legislature
designed to establish a grants-inaid and supplements program for
minority professors and lecturers."
Also, the association Ls discussing a resolution which will help
co-ordinate the community involvement and tutorial assistance programs already existing In the
state colleges with high school
minority students reaching college
age.
On a matter not directly involving minority students, the
CSCSPA is debating whether to
go on record supporting "student
representation on departmental
committees dealing with retention
and tenure of faculty."
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A newspaper ean illuminate many paths. It is up to the traveler to decide
which route, if any, he decides to take.
Wynn Cook

Editor
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Adtertising Mgr.

Editor’s Notes

Cavities Not All Filled
The reiti-tahuient of I art Hansen to his positiots on the ISJS-INI
radio staff proves tat, things.
dent Clark’s Interim Statement of
Student Rights and Responsibilities
ha- ..1)1111. t4.1111 . . . but there are still
1114.11
itieS to be filled.
Ilan,,ti won reinstatement with a
partially successful defense which invoked the Rights Statement. However.
the fact that Student Judiciary was
alloued only to act as a factfinding
lioard iThis body i- still
not allowed to make reeohatnendal
asit -twit ease-.
he student court is made up primarily uf students aids some faculty
members. Their revommendations still
hold little weight.
Vt hat is a strident on this cilium’s?

Staff Comment

She Laughed
By SLE AMON
t- short ’11111 oerweight and she
limped slightbf. There was no rhyme nor
... reason to In.r hair .1% le. It was simply
t: brown and matted and lay on her
; shoulders.
Acconutanied by her stooped-shouldered
; balding ,-,..irt, she elutched her purple
coat about her shoulders and walked off
a into the blackness.
I don’t think I would have even no.
ticed her if it hadn’t been for her laugh.
4
\% hen half of Hoek Barrum’s skull was
.- blown off, and Clyde sat clutching the
- body of his ibing brother, she laughed.
She laughed
at Clyde’s ittabilit to
phssieally Is. Bonnie.
When histor)..., two legendary bank
robbers utre ruthlessly ambushed lii a
reenge-seeking Texas ranger I watched.
it horrified and I:mein:du-a as the slow smile
?
spread Its r her fare.
;
Ob. I know it’. just a movie (BONNIE
AND CI 1 MI. But I can’t help thinking
* there i- .0titething NN rung when a ).
an
ettju- It :11,16)1g S0111,1111 die.
.Aitd ,..ltat makes parents Se1111 their
.,: 4- and 7,Nuitr-old children to it Stmula
111,11 so t adults don’t esen
f.
tind,Niand?
smtif thing is wrong with our society.
’ I- it ens ironment? Is it human nature?
Or ha- -.unwilling so terrible happened
that laughter iii the ottl. escape? I don’t
ktp,f%.
Butt as I stood on the sidewalk. in the
,sind. and systched this woman and her
t-atirt aalk away
and as I sluml and
watched little kills r
g and jumping
z. mid selling "Neat!"
I slikered. And it
7;a ast1.1 from the cold wind.

r,
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orty011e. per cent of the ASH are
married. k large porthin are returning
sem ice
eti.rail, Students on this
campus are adult people. They are not
children by any stretch of the imagination. Faculty and administration are
also rumpus-44i tor adult people.
It would follow that students, faculty and administration should be subject tit equal penalties. grievance
channels and rights. This is still not
the rase. despite Hansen’s reinstatement.
W. C.

"

Let’s demand a urinalysis ..

"

Thrust and Parry

Marijuana to Student-Faculty Relations
Can ’,infield Government
Ever Ite( ()me Meaningful?
Editor:
Why can’t studnt government evolve? Why
can’s the SJS student body mutate its student
government to a more meaningful and effective organization? Presently the representative structure is based on a bygone era, an
era placing emphasis upon class distinctions,
hazing, rah-rah, and militarism.
Today’s students have no patience for such
rut. Class distinction hardly exist between
freshmen and seniors on this or any other
campus. Today students simply do not identify
with classes as such. The student now is not
some aristocrat going to the university to get
his cultural polish, but he is any individual preparing to be a professional in some area. Being
such a person he find many common social,
professional, and personal interests with his
Peers: That is, he is personally identified with
his major. He knows people in his classes and
associates with them, but he doesn’t know and
never will know another person at the other

The
Iconoclast
11) DANE \\ 11.1.IAMS
in all -Stir to Tue,d I).- Editor’s Notes:
We’ll .P1 -I call him stattislans. His casket
was rimed because he had stepped on a
mine in \ iculam. and the remains "are not
considered iewahle." \X hat was left of
him v..1- there because Stanislaus, like
thoti,aipl, if other,. had been betrayed by
his own eountrymen.
Es en Stan’s brother haul betrayed him,
although he didn’t mean to. Stan’s brother
admatt d "p,... at ,111% price," encouragtbe
10 (volume to bait
and attack the Americans and their
allies.
All of Stan’s friends threw a big goings
away parts for him. A couple of his
friends told hint that the war was for
somebody else to fight, that he would regret going into the sirs be.
Now all of thew people were at Stan’s
funeral. somfhum. the few who tried to
get hint to clas out of the service were
the saddest, for they. realized America
can’t be an isolat ’st flat’ , but must
aid oppressed neighbors.
MLitt’s brother was very sad, but he
1111111.i ,44111to I’ prebend bow respon
sible lie is as for putting his brother in the
casket. II) his participation in anti-U.S.
demonstratiums he encouraged the Comnmnists if) cont join’ the war, which killed
Isis brother.
A Sergeant presented Stan’s mother with
an American flag and a Purple Heart.
The flag, a symbol of what Stan had
fought for, and the medal, a symbol of his
sacrifice for the things he believed in.
%rung with our society.
Xlmost eryone at the funeral thought it
was as sad that a brave man was killed,
a hi I,- his non-productive, rabble-rousing
ideali-tic brother was left to carry on the
family name.
I thought it wan a hell of a way to die,
for the wrong brother survived.

end of campus who happens to be the same
age or year in school.
Let’s scrap our class system. Why not institute a truly representative student government to which the student can personalty
identify? Why not have a representative from
every major composing the student council
and why not have each major support a candidate for office? Such a scheme would give
life and identification to student government.
Such a change would be evolutionary consistent in regard to lousy organisms. Let’s flush
our farce and mutate.
Harry J. MaeDannald, A9878

Only One Little Hang-up:
Marijuana Is Illegal
Editor:
Marijuana does not cause sex orgies, communist "plots," or addiction. It does, however,
turn one on. It forces one to see reality personified. It makes one feel good. One can
tune into music, art conversation, etc. . . .
Marijuana produces a much better high
than booze. No drunken stumbling, bitching,
slobbering, and, get this, no hangover.
A good percentage of college students have
COMP to realize these facts. There is only one
hang-up. Marijuana is illegal. And that
figures. It also says something about the society and its leaders . .
John Holland, A2719

Can Courtesy Be Taught
By Knocking Off a Hat?
Editor:
Whether Kenneth Jones, the student who
was detained by Professor Melvin H. Miller
(Chairman of SJS’ Law Enforcement and Administration Department), is or is not a law
enforcement major is hardly the point.
Whether or not Jones is Black is not the
point, either.
I find it incredible that anyone, especially
someone drawing down a professor’s salary,
thinks he can teach "courtesy" to someone by
knocking off his hat.
And yet Prof. Miller says that he often
knocks off students’ hats in the course of his
training them. No wonder so many "trained"
police officers, in turn, think they have the
right, or even the duty, to recommend their
particular brand of sweetness and light to the
general public with cuffs on the head and
punches in the stomach.
No wonder Prof. Miller, and some of the
other faculty on this campus, are at a loss
to know why students are restless and unhappy -- are at a loss to know "what, sitecitically, students have to complain about." As
long as members of the faculty think that they
can treat their students like punching bags, or
like anything other than human beings in
every way equal to themselves except in extent of knowledge about the subject matter at
hand; as long as these faculty members
think that there is a difference so profound
between students and teachers that these two
groups must not look alike, or talk alike, or
dress alike, or fraternize, or partonize the
same business establishments or avail themselves to the same public accommodations;
just so long as a significant number of faculty
members have these notions, will there be disharmony and protest on the campuses
of the world.
Dennis Mammon
Assistant Professor of English

Some Recognition Stupid
This Kind Is Necessary
Editor:
An open letter to Jules Loventhal:
Dear Jules:
This Sunday evening various members of

this year’s student government hold the annual Recognition Banquet and award themselves for their accomplishments during the
year. I know you received an invitation to the
banquet but have said you will not go, because
you think the idea of such an exclusive club
awarding themselves inward praise at expense
to the student body is ludicrous.
You and I both know that damn few members of this year’s student government did
anything at all for students. But I know what
you did and have done over the past years.
And, while needless recognition is stupid, deserved recognition is necessary. So forgive me,
Jules, but I have to say something.
Somehow I have to manage the words to say
"Thank you, Jules," for all that you have done
for students, for the friendship you have built
between yourself and the student body, even
though it is necessarily one-sided.
I suppose I eould take it whole page of the
Daily and try to list all your accomplishments,
try to list all the doors you have either opened
or kept open for the students. But you
wouldn’t like that you might not even like
this letter.
You have spent your time manifesting in
action what you believe in principle, many
times having to taste the frustration of ignorance and apathy, but always moving slowly
ahead because of your tremendous patience
and persistence.
SJS would have been quite different without you. And you will be missed when you
leave next year.
But what you have helped to build here will
not soon leave this campus.
Thank you, Jules, for caring enough, and
having all the courage.
Grady Robertson, A2880

"Should we keep the Oeatt of Student -hostage?" asks a tall blonde youth.
"No," replies Dave Left-turn-now. "Let
him go. Vi ell only keep the secretaries:
they’re the ones who run this school!"
(Fade)
WALTER CRONKITE
Then Walter Cronkite’s clear blue eyes
and impish grits greet us from the TV set.
"Good evening," he %vane.. "NN hat you
have just witnessed via satellite from
California is a scene from inside the
Building of San Jose State
strat.
Ad
Unit ersity a here 200 members of the %at,
sity football and rifle teams !lase staged
a sit-in in the Deals of Students’ office.
"It seems the recent eleetion of an ultraprogressive ASB President who, it is
feared, will chop the athletic budget 311
per cent
has sparked yet another campus demonstration.
"Only somewhat like previous student
sieges at Columbia and Stanford, this unconventional SJS University disorder is mil
without its list of demands. And as .1
crowd of anti-demonstrator demonstratormills about outside the building. a polie,
force downtown is ready to units u- with M.:i
Dispersen: and night sticks.
"We go now to Roger Mudd, standise,!.
outside the Admi .. istration Building with
Dick Miner, the newly elected ASB President." (Fade)
"Mr. Miner, isn’t this an unusual denionstration. It’s quite a departure from
anti-draft and anti-Dow Chemical Co.
confrontations."
"Yes it is," says 1%litter. "We’ve got a
few wierdos on some of our athletic
teams."
"Ile beef seems to center 1111 the rumor
that you plan to cut the sports budget 30
per cent. Is this true?"
"No," says Miner. "Some guy told this
to the football team before I was elected.
It’s not true at all."
"How did all this start?"
"Well, says Miner, "it’s the fault of this
canspus radical named Dave Left-turn-novv
who smelled dissention in the air and,
snap, turned on the whole sports departmerit. This guy’ll lead a protest for
anything."
"What is the demand?" asks Mudd.
"A big one," replied Miner. "They want
100 per cent of the ASH budget to go to
sports. The demand won’t be met of
course."
"Will police he called?"
"I’m sure they will he," says Miner.
Just then, far away from the TV cameras
and the crowd around the Administration
Building, a sinister figure lifts a telephone
receiy er and dials the chief of police.
Who is this sinister soul? What does he
warn with the cops? Is another blood bath
and tear gassing in store? Read this
column Friday for the conclusion of this
unusual tale.

Guest Room

Freedoms Diminishing
By DAVE LETOURNEAU
club, tear-gas and arrest students who were
peacefully protesting the presence of Dow
Chemical recruiters? Did she read about
the police and National Guard shooting
more than 50 Black students, murdering
three, in Orangeburg, N.C.? Does she
know about the New York City police
beating hundreds of students and faculty
at Columbia University and arresting
more than 700?
Is Miss McKinney aware of the 19611
Civil Rights Law and its "antieriot" provisions? Or how about Mayor Daly’s recent "shoot to kill" fullers? Does she know
anything about the concentration camp,
prov itled for by the McCarren Act and thc
House Committee on tin-American Activi.
ties (IIUAC) Chairman Willis’ recent
report to use these concentration camps
to imprison Black nationalists. Commu
nists, and prominent members of SDS?
This country is rapidly approaching
fascism, yet most of the students at SJS.
especially the staff of the Spartan Daily
do not seem to be at all disturbed. It is
time that everyone in this country wake,
up to the fact that what fw freedoms a,
have left are rapidly diminishing. It is th,
duty of the press to report what is hap.
pening in this country. Is the Sparta’.
Daily too controlled by the journalism de
partment and the administration to re
spond to this need?

I would like to compliment Miss Barbara McKinney on her recent editorial
entitled "The Voices of Dissent" (Spartan
Daily, May 13). Apparently she has the
ability to read U.S. history tetxbooks but
is unable to perceive what is happening
around her at the present time.
After commenting on punishment given
to U.S. citizens who protested this country’s involvement in World War 1, she
goes on to explain how groups like the
ALF and SDS are free to express their
dissatisfaction with the present society.
She concludes, "At least today there are
no laws which prevent people from trying
to change a corrupt and depraved society
so long as those attempts to change are
constructive." Does Miss McKinney know
that most of those WWI laws are still on
the books and more are being passes.] almost constantly?
Does Miss McKinney remember reading
about the Oakland Police and how they
brutally attacked thousands of demonstrators and newsmen during Stop the
Draft Week last October? Or how they
are systematically murdering anti imprisoning the Black Panthers?
Was Miss McKinney on campus last November when the college administration
sent the storm troopers of the San Jose
Police Department onto the campus to
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SJS Observes National Police Week
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The S.IS Iiiartitient of Law Enforcement opened its
of National Police N\ k
oliemaite
t 1,, \1,1eQuarrie
11i1) stilt ilbpla- and demonstration. of the latest in
modern poliee equipment and
Oftieer Hieliard Cotter puts hi, dog Prince through
some -high tise- obstacles.
Cana.. Jacob-. Brooks llodapp, Benjamin Falk and Bill
!lardy take some pointers Irons (*.M. P. Officer Henry
Rosen 55 ei
A coed studies a drug classification chart.
Tints
view ss utiI ow, ilkplay on contraband
and methods of concealment.
An interested student inspects the engine of a C.B.P.
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2125 El Camino - Santa Clara

TYPEWRITERS RENTED
Special Student Rental Rates
Three months rental applies to purchase price of any
machine if you decide to buy.

21

3 months
manual

293-6383

ASTOR’S COIN-OP SAVE MONEY & TIME

25c AUTO WASH
2 CONVENIENT
LOCATIONS
LitiCON AVE.

CM( SUNOL Si-.

_OPEN
24 HOURS
arta!,
11 de
n re

PRICES!

Can joJe Typeteritep Co.
Established 1900

732 S F)ZST

ST:

SPECIAL SAY FOR BOATS A, CAMP
TRAILERS, TRUCKS & HONDAS, TOO

JAGS

NEW LOW

We also rent electrics, portable and standard.

24 South Second

STA-PREST.

,NOW ArMUSIC BOX

ON ALL LP RECORDS
LIST PRICE:

REG. DISCOUNT
PRICE:

0

NEW LOW
PRICES:

4’9

399

339

579

499

399

USIC BOX

98 SOUTH THIRD ST.

Tapered high -style slacks beltless,
cuffless, with distinctive Corsair pockets. Fabulous selection of fabrics and
colors. Always look great, never need
ironing they’re Sta-Prest. And nobody makes Sta-Prest but Levi’s.
Heather cloth fabric. Colors in Black, Oxford Gray, Olive and Rust. Waist Sizes
27-36. $9.00.

KETTMANN’S
1530 Santa Clara between
Phone

Open 9:30 to 6:30 ’til
First National

Charge

31st & 33rd

251.0346

BanitArnericard

9 on Thurs.
144sher Chugs
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Last Play
Of Season
To Open

’Delicious Happening’
In Home Ec Class
Its BARBARA BelslaiS)Fai
Spartan Bally Staff Writer
There vvas a delicious happening over in the tea room in the
homeeconomies building
Wednesday at lunch time.
Pink and claret colored candles and col al Queen Elizabeth
roses adorned the tables for a
luncheon in whieh 20 guests
feaste I on a crab and shrimp
casserole, green peas and orange
and avocado salad, with little
homemade crescent rolls and
rolled butter balls.
This was more than just a
luncheon. It was the climax of
many hours of preparation by
five senior girls in Mrs. Fern
Wendt’s Otganization and Management course.
Each girl manages a meal.
She orders the food, supervises
the preparation, service and
cleanup and acts as hostess during the luncheon.
She also writes out a work
schedule for the other four members of the class and then evaluates the isamie i’ration when

it’s over.
"It’s a lot of fun and also a
lot of hard work,- exclaimed
Lois Ehler. the hostess for
Wednesday’s production.
"It’s sure hard to stay on a
diet making all these meals,"
declared Amy Iwanaka, as she
served gigantic pieces of chocolate Washington pie and coffee
to the wide-eyed guests.
Miss Ehler explained how all
the girls got together befote the
luncheon and made dozens and
dosens of crescent rolls. "It took
us all morning, but we had fun
and also saved ourselves time,"
she said.
Lois Eider, Mary Ross, Myung
a, Amy Iwanaka and Mrs. Kathleen Strandberg are the members of the class.
According to Mrs. Wendt,
assistant professor of home ecominks, when the girls graduate
from SJS they will complete a
year of dietetic internships and
will then qualify to become
members of the American Dietetic Assiiiintion

Let the Colonel

"Hogan’s

Goat,"

the

drama

department’s final production of
the semester, is now in its final

Nee, by Poda. Benson

Yesterday was the first day the Keydett
NEW RECRUITS?
Corps, the Women’s Honorary Auxiliary to Army ROTC, was
seen on campus in their new uniforms. Two members, Maggie
Barnes and Kathie Manning answer Diane Sussman’s questions
on what type of activities the group sponsors. The official Army
hostesses may be seen wearing their uniforms on Tuesdays.
Pledges will receive their gold cord, to be worn on their left
shoulder, after they are initiated later this month.

stages of rehearsal in preparation for the Friday night (ironing in the College Theatei.
Curtain time is 8:15.
The play will be repeated
Saturday night and again on
Wednesday, May 22 thrinieh
Saturday, May 25. Tickets are
on sale at the Theater Box Office. Speech and Drama building. General admission is 51.7a1
and student admission with an
ASH card is 75 cents.
The
William
Alfred
play,
which won critical acclaim as
the best off-Broadway play for
the 1965-66 season, deals in
lively vivid fashion with Is ishAmerican machination in the
Borough of Brooklyn in the
1890’s.
Director Miss Elizabeth Loeffler says of the play, Hogan’s
Goat’ tells about the rise and
fall of not so hottest people.
There are many comic elements
in the play but you wouldn’t call
it a comedy. It is important because of its accurate presentation of the polities of the time."

Cook Your Dinner Glee Club Voices Will Combine

Friday Night in Free Concert

and let Col. Sander*
Relax
prepare lunch or dinner for
you. We specialize in crispy.
fried chicken cooked to a
golden perfectitin. Anti so
mouth-watering good, you
can’t eat enough!

The many voices of the Men’s
and Women’s Glee Clubs, will
combine in concert Friday night
at 8:15 in Concert Hall to present a program of secular and
liturgical musts’

Admission to the program,
be directed by Brent
Heisinger, assistant professor of
music, is free to students, faculty and the public.
The 108-voices of the Women’s

which will

ELECTRIC FLAG
MAY 17. 18, 19
DON ELLIS
Fri. - Sat. - Sun.
P.G.E.
8:30
I IVES B1
NORTII ANTEBli 1 \ Ilils %I.CHEMICAI, CO.
11 flikET 4\1) J’ -I\ \ESS
SEI. It 11.1.It(arll

Come on (ix er and pick up
your chicken in an instant.
There’s no need to phone
just An alk in anti
ahead
take mil ant age of our Sudden Sem ice.

."Perhaps the most beautiful

movie in history."’

-Brendan Gill. The Nes Yorker.

fried

LIdrii

Col. Sander’s

Madi2artut
STARTS TOMORROW

TOWNE THEATRE
12th and Santa Clara

286-8685

1433 THE ALAMEDA

NN REMEMBER the "W" is silent
A GREAT NEW SHOW
Nationally famous Oriental

SNAKE DANCER

WILD!
STRIPED STRETCII

r

Wrangler 74
JEANS

in sanforized, colorfast
75% cotton, 25% nylon

IN A
PIT
OF
SNAKES.

Its IIANK KAISER
Special to the Spartan Daily
"To many people. dramatic ctiticism must teen) like an
John
attemdt to tattco soap bubbles."
:e.as rt in the
There are six neminoes toe an Emmy tl
categoi y ol Outstonding Dramatic Series: I will now attempt
to tattoo as many.
The show that will most prohaliI3 win the Emmy this
iis the
sett,on is "Run for Your Life." shirt ate Ben Gazza
’as ego.
live tecin
man who was given a little over a 3e.):n ill most likcily tome
The reason that"Run for Your
out on top this year is that it has 1)10(1ot:et’ some ot trio best
directing and scripts seen on any kind of snow, chastest:: or
otherwise.
DEGREE OF REALISM
Like David Susskind’s "N.Y.P.D.." "Run for Yew’ Lire"
has made extensive use of the documentary technique to generate a high degree of realism in many id its er(’sentaticns.
(This is particularly evident in the camera handling.)
The scripts have been believable, and, mote itemortantly,
they have been concerned with issues which really lotee an
effect on people today. On various occasions, "Run for Your
Life- has dealt with the problems of bigotry in the Sialth cur
preent gambling laws, love, insurance, and even lois o ision
interviewers. And, what is unbelievable, these shows have been
Mile to make a valid comment without seeming Bite.
The other nominees for Best Dramatic Series aro "The
Avengers," "I Spy." "Star Trek," National Educatanal Television’s "Playhouse," and "Mission: Impossible."
Perhaps the most creative and enjoyable of these nominees is "Star Trek," the show which answers the question:
Can a 19th Century humanist find happiness in the 21st Century with a Vulcan science officer having latent heterosexual
leanings?
The "Star Trek" scripts are usually clever, and the
the most inemphasis is on people and their interaction
teresting subject on any medium.
INTERACTION OF PEOPLE
"I Spy" also centers around the interaction of people; the
people in this case, however, are Bill Cosby and Robert Culp.
This series would be nothing without the wondeifulnes:s duo,
and this will probably be enough to keep it from earning an
Emmy.
"The Avengers" is one Of the few British exports that
gets through customs without heavy taxing, and until Diana
Mgt; left the show, it was well worth watching. When Mrs.
Peel left, however, so did the sparkle it used to have,
"Mission: Impossible" is the best edited series presently
on the air, and it is the only show that edits its camera
shots to the musical score. This, in conjunction with the
dramatic direction, makes the series highly intense ana intensely effective. Unfortunately. "Mission" has beccme a
formula series, plugging different characters into the come
plot progression each week.
The) final nominee in this category is the NET ’Playhouse." Its presentations might be valid over another medium,
but on television their lack of realism make them seem both
phony and shallow.
You may not agree. but neither do I.

Workshop Tonight
And Tomorrow
For Song Girls

DR
OU

to the airport any old time (over 600 flights a week
between the Bay Area and Los Angeles/San Diego).

(if home is Los Angeles or Hollywood/Burbank )
Electra Jets $11.43. Fan Jets $13.50.
San Diego $17.78 and $19.85.
Phone your
campus rep 1
or call PSA or drop in on
your travel agent.

In gold, white, light blue,

ImSA

Song gill workshops for
women interested in being a
song girl next year will be held
tonight and tomorrow night
front 7 to 9 p.m. in the Men’s
Gym. Tryouts will be Wednesday, May 22 at 7 p.m, in the
Men’s Gym.
JoAnn Sobey, this year’s head
song girl, said there are positions open for four regular sone
girls and Iwo alternates. Interested women should have an
overall g.p.a of 2.0, be plepared
to practice at least six hours at
week, be able to attend sill of
basketball
the
football
and
games, work on the rally committee, and help with receptions. and devote free time as a
song girl.
Song girls for the ’67-68 season are: Sheri(’ Kehoe, Vicki
Kaiser, JoAnn Sobey, Joan Carlson, and Debbie %Vollmer.
Last year atxtut 50 to 60
tried out, according le Miss
moss’
Sobey. who "hope’s a "
will to out" this

Drive-in and Dining Room Service

tan. navy.

I r Omni

Johnny Carswell

ALSO

is OUR
HOW"
&OWING
ROOM

FINE ARTS EDITOR’S NOTE: This is the final ailiele an a f ,r41.; of
five review: of 1eleviien shows nominated (as A’s yea. s Emmy
A wa di. The Emmies will be piesenied on Sunday. May 19, Cl 7 p.m.
on NBC

striped stretch denim.

DANCING TO THE
MUSIC OF THE
"CHOSEN FEW"

LUNCHES
AND
DINNERS
WYK’
DAILY

The 51 voices of the Men’s
Glee Club will sing next on the
program performing Lionel Nowak’s
"Wisdom Exalteth Her
Children," "The Little Horses."
and "Stomp Your Foot." Two
anonymous Getman songs, "Es
Wollt Eli Madel," and "One and
Seven Pennies," will complete
the Men’s musical selection.
Two works by Johannes
Brahms will be sung by the
20 Glee Club Chamber Singers.

Al in eineplaJticJ

Fly home on PSA $11.43

Great new look! Shin jeans

TOSH
DANCING

Glee Club, will open Friday’s
program with "Confitemini
Domino," by Alessandro Constantini, following with four
songs entitled "The Golden Red
Ribbon," "Nothing Fairer ave I
Seen," "The Tambourine Player," and "The Cuckoo." The)
group will end its solo performance with "The Birth of Moses,"
by Norman Lockwood.

IOutstanding Dramatic Series

AMATEUR
NIGHT
EVERY

NOW KAY MARLO
"DIAMOND JIM"
HIT ROCK S ROM. SINGER

& THE KARATS
FEATURING JIMMY MAMOU
STACY O’HARA
and HER DANCING BARE
and
now. .

BOBBY
FREEMAN
with his
hit record
"SWIM"

THE BRASS RAIL
160 Mr. Vie.-Alyioo R..)a).1 Neat Loaf. eel

Sizes 5/6-18

alr1C0 S

$7.95

1ACOS

Solid color Stretch Denim

$6.95

DELICIOUS!

estern Outfitter For Men anti Women"

WORKINGMAN’S STORE
218 West Santa Clara St.
Downtown San Jose
Open Mon. & Thurs. until 9

Phone Orders 297-8421

What other word could be used for
something as good as Tico’s ’tacos,
burritos, tamales, and other taste
treats? Any other word would be sure
libel. So don’t be guilty of libel, try
Tico’s they’re Delicious.
4th and St. James
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Olympic Preview Meet

Last Home Meet Looms Saturday
Fresh from a smashing team
A road walk at 12:30 will open sas, 1:23.5 to 1:24.6.
the mark was good for only fifth
victory in the West Coast Relays the meet followed by a six-mile
Pete Santos ran a line .1.07.11 and sixth places behind Bob Seaat Fresno. Spartan thinclads re- run at 1,
mile to clinch a Spartan win in the re rU na,,t [word rrf 17-6!4:
turn home Saturday for an OlymSprinters from the Mexican distance medley relay.
JilttltItIlitllItItIIIlllItIltIIIIIIIIuIIlIII
pic Preview meet with Santa Clara Olympic team will also compete.
The 440 squad took first in

Youth
Club.

Village

and

the

Athens

Olympics Flick
Tomorrow Night

"This will be the culmination of college division and finished see,.!..!
a tremendous season," said coach only to Santa Clata’s 39.8. SJS
Bud Winter. SJS was undefeated was clocked in 40.1.
in dual meet competition and
Despite finishing five seconds be-

I Intramurals I

!lc Ile:1111111e Et,1’
dominated the Ftesno Relays with hind Villanova in the two-mile re- entries to
the all -college track and
71 points to second Place Brigham lay, due to a dropped baton. the field meet, Friday
and Saturday,
Young’s 56.
Spartans had a respectable 7:28.5. May 24-25 at South Campus. EnThe Spartans swept four relay
In the high jump, freshman sen- tries can be picked up and returned
vietories and were thrown out of sation Darnell Hillman could man- to the intramural office, MG121.
by
a
contention in a fifth
bad age only 6-8 for fourth place, fallC’hainpionships in all five basehandoff.
ing below his 6-11’i of last week. ball divisions are up Mr grabs this
Pole vaulters Chris Papanicolaott week, with the leaders colliding in
In the mile relay, SJS remained
undefeated as Lee Evans accepted and Bob Slaver cleared 16-6 but erurial encounters.
the challenge of Villanova’s Larry
James, running a 45.1 leg to
James’ 45.7, and gave the Spartans their quickest time of the

Phi Epsilon kappa will show one
of the tip sports films ever produced, "The Tokyo Olympiad,"
Thursday in Morris Dailey Auditorium at 8 p.m.
Sponsored by the Men’s P.E. Department Honorary, the film is a
color description of the beauty of
the Olympic Games, and more than
just a documentary.
Tickets can either be obtained season, 3:09.4.
Evans also anchored the winIt the S.’S Student Affairs Busiat the dom. for Si. fling 880 team which topped Kane

17.5.Kt

Summer Rental
$25 per month per student

-Photo by Dennis Dougherty

470 Apts. (470 S. 11th)
TOP STAR - Greg Shepherd,
top seeded SJS netter for the
& C.B.I. (215 S. 12th)
past two seasons, returns next
* Ne% Carpets
* Fireplaces
year to bolster SJS net hopes.
* Ne% Furniture
* Poul
Shepherd capped off this season winning the WCAC singles
11th Apt. I
S.
470
See Manager
and doubles titles for the secCall 287-6074 or 295-2242
ond year in a row.
********************* ***** *******************************************-****

No Last Game Blues;
Five Netters Return

SJS tennis team closes Out WCAC singles and doubles title he
its dual -match season this after- won in 1967.
noon. Nit if it were up to coach
Zwieg was second in the tourButch
Krikorian,
next season ney’s singles competition and
Select an unfurnished apartment and
would start almost immediately.
teamed with Shepherd for the
Krikorian would have good doubles crown.
reason for such a wish, with five
Orlando and Lowell finished
of the six players that helped the right behind Shepherd and Zwieg
team coast to an excellent 18-3 in the WCAC test, to show the
Fresh, Colorful Furniture
record, returning for further com- strength of this year’s netters.
SJS’ next official competition
petition.
Month-to-1:14:11th - No Lease
British Columbia could be the following the battle with the CanSpartans 19th victim of the cam- adians will be at the NCAA cham24-Hour Delivery Service
paign this afternoon if the netters pionships at San Antonio, Tex.,
can keep up the momentum that June 17-22.
Student Packages Available from
per morth
Top players in the college ranks
carried them to the West Coast
Athletic Conference title two will make the trip to San Antonio,
including Stan Smith of USC and
weeks ago.
Today’s match is scheduled for Chuck Darley of California.
Shepherd appears to have a good
2 p.m. at Spartan courts.
Making his final appearance for shot at some ladder climbing in the
1046 Morse Ave. - 734-2440
336 Morton Rd - 347-6631
NCAA’s,
showing strength by
the Spartans this afternoon will
BURLINGAME
SUNNYVALE
whipping Darley, northern Calibe the team’s sparkplug this seaVermont - 2135-7780
1501
1992 REPUBLIC - 483-8363
son, "mighty mite" John Reed. The fornia’s top player, a putting up a
Frnwriuum
SAN LEANDRO
SAN FRANCISCO
5-6 senior from San Mateo went tough battle with Smith, tops in
RENTAL CORP’ part of the state
undefeated through most of the the southern
in the season.
earlier
444140144"14,14444444401.44"1"114******44444444U14,44444014**********-440144,414**********
season finishing as a semi-finalist
in the WCAC championships.

LOOKING FOR A FURNISHED APARTMENT?
RENT YOUR FURNITURE

THE GURU MEDITATION SHIRT
that doubles easily as a mini.
Long full cuffed sleeves, bold
chalk ball
In whits
nand washable- rayon -acetate
chairs 8 to 14. $17

815

buttons.

Visit One of Our Bay Area Showrooms

Roy Orlando and Randy Berkman
all returning next year.
The Spartan mentor is doubly
pleased with the return of Shepherd, the No. 1 seeded player on
the squad over the past two
seasons.
Shepherd topped off his season’s
performance with a defense of the

T E NT S LE

Fl_nnR

SAMM r

2MAff M.OUNTAIN
UMBRELLA
8 x 18
SIDEROOM
9x 9
CABIN
)0 x 10 11/
CHALET
9 x 11
FINEST FABRICS
9 x 12
ELEMENT CLOTH
COUGAR CLOTH ..., 10 x 13
PIMA COTTON

2 OFF

Open Tonight
Until 9 p.m.

VeteLME

MADE by WHITE STAG
FRAMES - RUCKSACKS - KNAP SACKS

SITIPING BAGS
STERLING 2-1.b, McKINLEY OR SKIER
100% DOWN
NYLON OR PIMA COTTON
COVER-R1P STOP LINED,

49.99

STOCK ALSO
EXTRA LONG BAGS IN
......0......

G.I. TYPE MUMMY BAG 1999
4 lb., 40030, 100" zipper
WHITE STAG 1 6nA
or STERLING.
Reg. 32.50
EN/M
SCOUT BAG. ALSO A
y
LOT OF SALESMAN’S
SAMPLES -SOME
ONE -OF -A -KIND
Up to 9.99

4 9an

293-2747
3rd and San Fernando
(Inside Mother’s Ltd.)

Reg. 39.50
GIIMMIM

I

42)(84 STERLING

19 99
SWIM PRO FINS,
U.S. DIVERS
INTERSPORT
vOIT and
FINS
OTHER FAMOUS

R39eg5.0

LIFE RAFT THERMOSLANTERN
1.mAN i 399 999
dew

,

I

geg
17.45

WAN 29.99 Burns an
63,

19C

SCHOONER

sALE

’

4
.i.4,
IIKTi21.1111,"
no Canteens
99c GI. Mess Kit 69e
. 99c
Scout Axe
1.99
, Lantern
1.99
G.I. Shovel
G.I. Matto, 1.99
Water Bucket 99c
Knap Sacks
99c
Gold Pans .... 1.29

Camp Stools Bile
Tent Slakes
15e
Machetes .. 1.99
Ammo Boxes .99e
Ponchos
1 99
Pistol Belts ....99e

,,L z,,.-

Huntinggnife 1.99
GROUND
_ COVERS

12 -Pc.
lum.
8.95
Reg.
4
499
- . WINDBREAKS 606
-.,,_
65:97 HRIgvBEyRyCIONAYITED

6’99
.
?...::
7, Portable
n
99 i COATED NYLON TARPS IN LARGE
., VARIETY OF SIZES up to 20’e40’
John
95c
69. Reg. 2 PLASTIC COVER 91112

C99 UP
jt.V2a0I
Values

6.95

Station
Wagon
Pad 499

5 99
CAR COVER
BOAT COVER --------7.99
.
MANY OTHER IZES
a...et....

DINING
FLIES

SURFER
JACKETS

11 L

Reg.
19.95

PROPANE

19
BOAT CUSHIONS
Coast Guard
Rag.
LIFE VEST Approved
4 99
Turner
5.95
Primus
HAMMOCK
11 24.95
Req.COTS
BernzO-Matii
5991
NAVY
& nr,
:,.1 type
Reg

stoT,HeE2RM8,0,Sner

Borns any en"

2.BURNER
STOVE

1999

33.51

TYPE

%it -7 ’Ir

899

Reg. 32.50

Reg. 22.50
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Val.

:e5:3.99 Doz.

All Other Models 50% OFF

4J/ Jar
5.99 Dos

OFF
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MITCHELL-SHAKESPHERE-CONTINENTAL RODDY
PFLEUGER-SOUTH BEND -OCEAN CITY -AND
ALL OF THE TOP NAME BRANDS INCLUDED

MIKHELL ’R3EtT MITCHELL

r.
S675 _ mit 1 4dtm Ultralite Rod

9. pitrOieD;

SPIN CAST
FLY
SPIN
BOAT
SURF
ULTRALITE
PACK-

3R2e g.90.
-209 Left Hand Toe

H7D’ =7305 Boat
’Jr

Rod. Reg.
d Price 26.93

Dons
FISHING VEST
SINKERS
LIVE BAIT
ROD HOLDERS
5

REEL

i;:Lr3-01:=Ne-150464.
L7079Nap5IRODNT - -’,4E3E4LAA00
MITCHELL1 26;71!
REF.1
REG.
. PRICE
i: 24 911

-

HIP
Rev
1395

CHEST
9 p,
99

PRO CLUBS

GOLF
SALE

4111’
vler/a0

i

.
’

1

1A517

STOCKING TOOT WADERS

,

.

9yy

WADERS

KID’S
OUTFIT
Rod Float
Hook -Line
Sinker

AYE!. 99C

PATIOS

ti 99

1499

304

RODS comimATIONS7399 REELS

SCREEN

Emma

MITCHELL

1 lucky Balls 0 Fire
F luorescent
Premium Si,,
R1e;0.

SALESMAN’S SAMPLES
TREMENDOUS VARIETY

DISCOUNT

(AMINO

took Set

3,fit
7 jar

MITCHELL
300

PRODSImItEELS1

FAMOUS WING TENT

lam, ri
onto...tame
YORKSHIRE
un
E.S709
I 177 LL
CITsreli.(Tes
OPEN 9 TO 9 MONDAY THOU FRIDA-YOPEN SUNDAY 10 TO 5

77
Mattress
Reg. 5.95
xi’s,- --a-

KING SIZE
CHEESE EGG
SUGAR ROE

Med.
Size
Reg.
45c
1.99 Doz.

=:...-4.7. MOUNTAIN VIEW

Air

Reg.
59.50
2! x -Lb. 44.99
3 -Lb.

STERLING MUMMY 3 -lb.
BACK PACKER NYLON
LINING and
22
COVER.

SALMONETTES

STATION p,,,,wirjr
WAGON

39

CLIMATIC

MITCHEL REELS

Special SALMON EGGS

4o Members1,301,0

PACK
by WHITE STAG - DINELLI - NEWCO
_ MOUNTAIN MASTER - HIMALAYAN -ETC.

JIM’S
BARBER SHOP

By Appointment

’PRAIRIE

RIPSTOP NYLON -WEIGHS 21/2 LBS.
PIMA NYLON -PARKA NYLON
4ALMS N,
ALSO

SPECL

1,,

STATION WAG. TENT

-1

PACKERS!
BACK
2 -MAN MOUNTAIN TENTS

LcSt. ,,,

POCKET CAMPER
17 FT. POP TENT
9 FT. POP TENT

DISCOUNTS AS LOW AS

COMPLETE
HAIR STYLING

ACROSS THE MALL FROM THE BIG Z.

oFFERs SUCH DISCOUNTS!
NO OTHER STORE
_

Reed will be Krikorian’s only
loss to graduation, with Greg Shephard, John Zwieg, Ken Lowell,

I 00114 Kali di OK, I

STEVENS CREEK PLAZA

.

3 99

CLOSED
FACE
SPIN
FLY
SALT
WATER
LEVEL
WIND
TROLL
ULTRALITE

LOOSE !swivels’
HOOKS 1

e

,

9 Pkg. t 3Ea.
1.95

MEN’S and WOMEN’S
RIGHT or LEFT HAND

STARTER SETS

2999
Limited Supply
Reg. 65.00

8 IRONS
& 3 WOODS 5099 PRO CLUBS 7999
Men’s or Woven Left or Right
C IRON SETs
.a
Hand. Con.iilete Set. Reg. 114 00
q.., s,,,,i
ternmameenettl.11.11011,..1111o,
WE BUY -SELL
TRADE - RENT
G U 141
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(REELS-REG:990
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INCLUDES
5 IRONS
2 WOODS
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PUTTER
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up

=1 Driver Iron 6.99
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ooking Over the Years To Remember When ...
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Spartaguide

By LEO SULLIVAN
told to Richard Baffin
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
This reporter had a question
about one of his stories once and
called Clyde Arbuckle, San Jose
city historian. He couldn’t provide
the answer but he could provide
me with a name - a name of a
man who Arbuckle said could,
"tell me anything I wanted to
know about San Jose." That man
is Leo Sullivan, 83-year-old Los
Gatos resident who has lived all
his life in the San Jose area.
I spent an afternoon with him
as

TODAY
Young Republicans, 7:30 p.m.,
JC137. Election of officers.
Tau Delta Phi, 7:30 p.m., ITE3.
Nesaitan Center, 11:30 am. to
1:30 p.m., Newman Center, 79 S.
Fifth St. An all-you-can-eat spaghetti lunch for 35 cents.
Goethe Institute of Germany, 7
p.m., Art133. Dr. Heinz Fluegel,
Evangelische Kirche in Deutschland Kirchliches Aussenrunt, will
lecture in German. Title: "Dialog
Zvvischen MarxIsten und Christen
heute." (Dialogue Between Marxism and Christianity). He is a
representative of the Protestant
Church of Germany.
Foreign Language Department,
2 p.m., F:D446. Dr. Erich F. Sommer, of the German General Consulate in San Francisco, will speak
on "German Universities - New
Traditions, Old Trends."

In his home and the conversation
drifted pleasantly from what I
had come to talk to him about.
Mingling words, photographs, and
souvenirs, Sullivan led me through
a colorful history of San Jose,
through earthquakes, grand parades, and visits by President
McKinley,
Recently I asked him to tell me
about - San Jose State College how it was when it began and
what he thinks of it nm.
He called SJS, the present campus at least, "the ugliest hodgepodge of buildings I’ve ever seen."

ot.

TOMORROW

Angel Flight, 7 p.m., ED213.
Flight pictures will he taken at
6:45 p.m. Everyone please attend.
Also elections for next year’s offiCers will be held.
Math Department, Professor
Sherman K, Stein, math department, U.C. Davis and visiting
M.A.A. lecturer, will speak on
"Number Theory and Tiling Space"
at 12:30 p.m. in ED213 for faculty
and graduate students. He will
also speak on "Calculus and Convex Bodies" at 4:15 p.m. in MU324 for undergraduates.
f Epsilon Eta Sigma (English
Donor s:selety), 3 p.m., F0104.
Student poets, Henry Johnson, C.
K. Moreland, and Jim Calahan,
bill read and discuss some of their
poetry.
Young Democrats, 3:30 p.m. M160. Admiral True will be speaker.
Mountaineering Club, 6:30 p.m.,
S210. Discuss beach trip for this

The SJS library currently is
considering renting an IBM magnetic tape computer unit for use
in circulation. College library director Dr. Stuart Baille is investigating to see if the system could
get funds approval from Sacramento.
Costing $250 a month to rent,
the IBM machine is activated by a
typewriter unit punching coded
tape. The tape can be re-fed into
a machine that will print circulation information such as periodical
lists.
-

5th
WEEK

-Photo by Richard Beim
LEO SULLIVAN, 83 -year-old Los Gatos resident has lived in

the San Jose area all of his life. He was once a professional

musician, playing the violin. Now he writes, being a frequent
contributor to Trailblazer, Santa Clara County’s historical maga-

zine. He is seen above in his home autographing one of his works.

The 10th Annual School of Business Achievement Banquet is tonight at the Pavilion Building on
the Santa Clara County Fairgrounds.
A no-host social hour will begin
at 6 p.m. and the dinner at 7 p.m.
Walter E. Hoadley. senior vice
president and chief economist of
the Bank of America, will speak
on "Trouble in the Midst of
Plenty."
Ticket sales to the banquet
ended May 8.

TRY THIS FOR A
CHANGE SAT. NITE

?

aE

E
E

EVERY SATURDAY NITE

No reservations needed. Singles E
or couples invited, ONLY $130 E
= A PERSON. Call this number for
= directions ...
SANTA TERESA
PANCH HAYRIDES

CAlore

225-0578

0/00/CS

Continuous
Daily
From 12:15

CY. 3-1951

- SANDY DENNIS. KEIR 1)111.E.I. 1NNE I I E1111)01)
ASLUZN

13.0..tWILIL41. Ea.%
oio.d Ng.
Varna.

Yin LAWRENCE’S
iz)

41-4.4 4 tit.

FLOWERS
for all those
special occasions
(and even those
not so special)
SINCE 1885
Famous for Fine Flowers

Rolgallog

= A Western evening ef square =
E dancing and popular dancing. =
= Western food cooked Over Camp =
.77 fires, singing, and an hour long 3
HAYRIDEI

HERTRE:

Ncimizti

_
Checks
Welcome

We serve the student

HAYRIDES!
P.

101 sfI y.m7s
, TER

considered a civic duty for San
Jose families to Invite Normal students to board and room with
them, where they were treated as
members of the family.
Opposite Sixth Street, facing
San Carlos, was an athletic field
where sports of all kinds were
held. It is worthy to note that, in
spite of having such a small enrollment of males, San Jose Normal could boast of an exceptional
football squad. Willie Heston, a
star player who later attended the
University of Michigan, proved of
national stature, winning a coveted
spot on one of Walter Camp’s first
All-American teams while at
Michigan.
Fred Estes Was also an exceptional athlete and football player,

ANGELO’S
STEAK HOUSE
SPAGHETTI
SPECIAL

OVER 21?
NEED $5
DO THIS NOW!

later becoming a prominent local
attorney.
The 1906 quake reduced the
Normal to a pile of rubble, and
the sorry mess was replaced with
a picturesque, compact Missiontype structure, befitting early traditions of the El Pueblo de San
Jose de Guadalupe perfectly.
The Normal became the "Teachers College" in 1931, and the
"State College" in 1946. From a
registration of a few hundred in
the 90’s, San Jose State College
has expanded into a colossus of
23,000 students seeking the priceless gift of higher education.
ilkWi,
Lt/e
DE Third en0
Santa Clatn

1:111t

..tSTEA
’J !J

I

Soup or Salad - Baked
Potato - Garlic Brad

All cri can eat

BLOOD IS NEEDED

$1

Mon. thru Fri. 7 a.m.-3 p.m.
294.6536
40 Bassett St.
San Jose

Monday through Thursday

y

fit
5clu,12,,avereq1

So 7.1 ’....

72 E. Santa Clara

the Spartan Deily does not knowingly
advertising from advertisers who
oractice discrimination on the basis of
ace color, creed or national origin

SONY 660 Stereo recorder, Auto, Reverse, So,. State. Factory guarantee.
$400. Call Mike Boyle 294.2927.
EL TORO sailboat. Wood w/dacron
sail. $100. HONDA 90. ’63. Dependable.
$90.
298-5366.
ANNOUNCEMENTS (II
COLLIE PUPS. Champion sired. A.K.C.
AUTO INSURANCE as low as $86 per Show potential. Sable & white. Raised
children. $75 or terms. 259.7750
year for married, good students. Also, with
excellent savings for single men over eves.
21 Call George Campbell 244-9600, 10’ SAILBOAT w/trailer & acess. Best
EVELYN’S FASHION JEWELRY. 40 S. offer over $275. See to appreciate. Ph.
1st. Inquire about ear piercing, 297- 286.3606.
DECORATIVE ITEMS - Hanging beads,
6522.
furniture, unusual art prints, scatter.
TOURS TO RUSSIA. Summer school in rugs,
kitchen ware. In good cond. Call
in
EUROPE
travel
ACAPULCO. Work or
Sue,
297-6702 in p.m.
this summer. Randy Westerburg, 322
HEAD
360 SKIS En. cond. Marker bind.
5066 after 8 p.m.
best offer. See Dick Allen, 123 S.
EXPERIMENT BEING CONDUCTED logs,
11th
or
293-9629.
tasting methods for overcoming fears
of heights, small enclosures, snakes, & SURFBOARD. White Owl 96", Good
worms. If you have any of these fears, cond. 2 redwood, 1 balsa wood stringers. $75. 244-1876.
please call Miss Phillips at 327-8340.
WILL GIVE AWAY Greyhound PuPPY TANDBERG MODEL 64 Stereo tape re- Not completely well. Needs lots of corder w/walnut cabinet. Esc. cond.
$250. call 294-8917.
rest, just out of hospital. 293-5249.
IN SPRING A YOUNG MAN’S fancy NEW DYNAL 22- honey.blonde Fall.
turns to a shiny, clean car. ASTOR’S Fall & styrofoam head, $20. 297.3496
after 5 p.m.
Coin -op Auto Wash. 732 S. 1st.
WOULD YOU LIKE to achieve total NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC magazines
freedom & awareness without DRUGS! 19204960, over- 3010. $60. Call 257.0841
Scientology has the answers. For in
formation call 244-3998. 3250 McKinle,
HELP WANTED 141
Dr., Santa Clara.
G0.60 DANCERS NEEDED. $3.6/hr.
AUTOMOTIVE 121
Full or pert-time work. Must be over
21. Call for interview. The Pink Poodle,
292.2676.
&
trans.
’63 CORVAIR MONZA. New
difrnl. Red., het., 4-spd. Must sell. 293- WANTED: GROUPS OR individuals to
play in a coffee house. Call Laurie. 2961608.
HONDA ’68 Model S5I25 Run 298 6816 or Cindy, 257.2311,
miles. Like new. $375, 294-1087.
COUNSELORS NEEDED for fine High
’511 2-dr. FAIRLANE. Good running cond. Sierra private girl’s camp. Experience
Esc. tires and battery. Recent tune-up. pref.
SINGLE WOMEN (20-35): CIT Dirac
293.8001. MO.
tor, Sailing, Guitar, Water Ballet, Water
’55 PORSCHE SPEEDSTER. Runs like a skiing,
Trampoline, 2 Dramatics, Nurse.
fine German watch. New paint, fop, SINGLE
tires, uphol. Rebuilt engine. $1485. 298- Agent, Gen. MEN (18-28): Purchasing
Maintenance, Auto. mech.
7944 after 6 p.m.
Groom, Carpenter, Plumber, 2 kitchen
’61 BUICK SPEC. Sta-wagon. Low mile- boys. June 18 -Aug. 21. Ph. 967-8612.
age. En. mech. cond. A. T., very clean
V8, R/H, good tires. New brakes. 7366375.
’57 CHEVY STA-WAGON. R/H. Luggage rack. Good running cond. $200.
Call eves bet. 5 & 7 p.m. 292-8226
(Ruben)
’65 YAMAHA YDS 3, luggage rack. Exc.
cond. Helmet incl. $395. 287-2322. 283
E. Reed #5’55 OLDS. Esc. cond. $210/offer. Good
tires, new battery, shocks - Loaded.
Moving East. Must sell. 298.1945.
’62 TR4 - Radio, heater & tonneau
cover $1050/offer. ’63 DART. 4-dr. Auto.
$850 ’offer. 867-0740.
TEST DRIVE THE NEW Fiat 124 & 850
Spider & Sports Cps. Call your Man
on Campus, Francis Wong for personal
service. 293-5995.
’63 VW. Clean, bright red, ww, redio,
$850/best offer. 286-4895.
’59 VW. Light green. $550/offer. 2931233. Mike, after 10 p.m.
accept

Bank Economist
FRIDAY
International Students Organi- To Speak Tonight
zation, 6 p.m., Front of the Administration Building. Meet to go,
to San Francisco Symphony pro- , At Fairgrounds

library May Get
Tape Computer

young athletes. Afternoons and
pleasant evenings found youthful
runners and cyclists displaying
their speed and stamina on the
one-half mile track, to admiring
friends and acquaintances.
Morris E. Dailey served as President of the Normal School for
many years with outstanding success. Another faculty member who
won the hearts of the student body
and the public in general was
Henry Meade Bland, a poet of
state-wide reknown. If the writer
remembers correctly Miss Resseau,
the dean of women, handled the
feminine problems of the institution.
An early day graduate who won
national acclaim in literature was
Edwin Markham. His "Man with
the Hoe," won him undying fame
in the field of letters.
Housing was a problem. It was

Spartan Daily Classifieds

week -end.

gram. Bring a car if you can provide transportation.
International Students’ Organization. 3:30 p.m., Faculty Cafeteria. Nomination of officers and
constitutional revisions.
14angha Club and ASII sponsored, 2:30 p.m., JC141. Paul Reps,
artist and world traveler, will
speak on "No Need to Kill, 11
Ways to Meditate." He is author
of "Ask a Potato."
--------

But he had a lot to say about SJS
of yesteryear. Leo Sullivan remembers when . . .
San Jose State Normal School,
a brick structure erected in 1871,
occupied the center of what was
known as "The Normal Square."
The grounds extended from Fourth
and San Fernando Streets to San
Carlos, east to Seventh, then
north to San Fernando and completing the Square at Fourth
Street.
The entire area was surrounded
with an ornate four foot cast-iron
fence. The main entrance for carriages was on Fourth Street facing
San Antonio, and the building
proper was on a line with Fifth
Street. Vehicles entering through
the main entrance made a loop in
front of the imposing three-story
Victorian structure. The 10 blocks
were planted to lawns and flowering gardens, while walks were
lined with stately old elms, making
the Square a thing of beauty.
The Normal School was an impressive sight looking eastward on
San Antonio from as far as First
Street. A drive circling the
grounds, some 50 to 60 feet distant
from the surrounding iron fence,
was oval in shape and developed
into a popular course for aspiring

come to

Carlyle
Jewelers
In Palo Alto

for their
Diamond Rings
BECAUSE:
They have shopped and Com
pored and have found that
Car yin’s prices are 00000 higher and in most ins* 00000 are
substantially lower than prices
elsewhere - for the same Rail.
upDiamonds.

WANTED! STUDENT to work for room
& board on East Side ranch 20 min.
from State. Start summer or Fall. Call
after 6 p.m.. 251.4615.
CHINESE OR ORIENTAL bus boy or
waiter wanted. Waikiki Village Restaurant. 15466 San Jose-Los Gatos Rd.
DO YOU NEED EXTRA MONEY? We
have an opening for a girl to work parttime 4 ho/day. No exp. nec. Good
starting salary, &2/hr. Call for appointment. 287.0259.
HOUSING IS)
SUMMER RENTALS AVAIL. Contact
manager in apt. #1, 633 S. 8th St. bet.
5-6 p.m.
WANTED: ROOM FOR SUMMER. Student desires to rent room or share apt.
Jun-Sept. Please write to Spartan Daily
Classifieds if ycu can help.
JR-SR ROOMMATES NEEDED to share
3 -man apt. w/pool for 6-wk. summer
session. Pay only $55/mo.
util. Less water. 428 S. 11th #I2. 292-7489.
Ask for Earl. Please call now!
SUMMER RENTALS. $25.40/mo. per
student. Four-Seventy 470 S. Ilth) Apts.
- CBI 1215 S. 12th) Apts. Fireplaces.
pool, new carpets, new furniture. Manager at 470 S. I I th. #1 287-6074, 295EA224s2r.
PALO ALTO. Share house w/
grad. stud. & 3 yr. old. Prin. room.
Attractively (urn. $50/mo. 325-0334.
1 OR 2 FEMALE ROOMMATES needed
for summer. Call Bernice, 298.3171.
SUMMER APT. for rent. Low rates. Fury.
2 bdrm. w/study or 3 bdrm. Call 2974835 after 5 p.m. Girls only.
HUSBAND DRAFTED: Need 1 or 2
roommates for summer 8/or Fall. Prefer
girl in similar situation or Jr. or Sr.
2 bdrm. apt.. own room. Call 297.9164.
2 MALE ROOMMATES WANTED: 2
bdrm. Plush apt./pool Parking $55/mo.
Call Jim, 246-4521.
FURN. 2 sm. Studio Apts. Util paid.
Near campus. $75 single, $90 Couple.
286-1831 after 5 p.m.

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS
11
I fik

FOR

SALE

Dereprrwet 11ne5

Save 20% With AAR Card

CatIyIr

JevvELER

292-8311
2nd and San Fernando

535 Bryant St.
in downtown
Palo Alto
Ph. 323-2834

CUSTOM-MADE contemporary wedding
& engagement rings, diamonds. etc.
George Larimore, now at OLD TOWN,
Los Gatos. 354-8804.
MOUSE - I down, 3 to go. T. Bear.
TRY THIS SAT. NITE - a reel Western
night of sq. dancing, camp fires, and a
HAYRIDE. Call now, 225-0578.
SERVICES (8)
RENT A STEREO OR TV FROM Esche’s.
Free delivery, free service. No contract.
Call 251-2598.
GUARANTEED TYPING. Fast, accurst%
prompt. Will edit. 21/2 mi. from camper.
Mrs. Aslanian, 298-4104.
EXPERIENCED THESIS TYPING. Electric. Masters - Reports - Dissertations. Marianne Tarnberg, 1924 Harris
Ave. Call 371-0395 San Jose.
FAST, RELIABLE TYPING in my honta.
Reasonable prices. Call 244-6581. Mrs.
Baxter.
WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY - Phone
Jim Koski. 968-0944 anytime.
TYPING - THESIS, term papers, etc.,
experienced & fast. Phone 269.8674.
TYPING. IBM Pica. Experienced. 2436313 9 am,to 8 p.m.
FAST & ACCURATE typing. General
Secretarial. Reasonable rates. 266-1295.
TYPING - Thesis & term paper. 2642067 & 264.3059.

To Place
an ad:
Call at:
Classified Adv.
Office -J206
Daily
1:30 to 3:30
Send in

handy order blank.

Enclose cash or check. Make

ill

check out to Spartan Daily
FISCHER 205 SKIS w/poles - hie
’new. Tyrolia Bindings, $90. See Dan
at 554 S. 9th. or 293-0918.
1000 BONNIE 11 CLYDE Era genuine
leather, suede & fur coats & jackets,
$5.15. Peggy’s Imparts, 159 Columbus
Ave. corner Pacific Ave. S. F. 981-5176.
Open every day I p.m..7 p.m. The
grooviest store in the world/
ELAN METAL SKIIS, Super GSL, 205cm.
Nevada GP Bindings. Bottoms & edges
like new. $85, Cell Jim after 6 p.m.
798.1561.

Classifieds.

Phone 294-6414. Ext. 2465
8iT’5 FOR TNE REMEDIAL IZEAP1N6
NE HEW ENGI-1514
5TUDEN15-I1’ 2IRECTIO/45 Fo R GETTING THEM TO CLA .435, 11

CLASSIFIED RATES
Peet MO
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PERSONALS Ill

Minimum
Three lines
One day

3
4
S
6

lines
lines
linos
11...

Add this
amount for
each addiHon& line

One day

1.50
2.00
1103.00
gos
*"

Two days I Three days

Four days

Five days

f.0
--- --Tit- -1.4- -230-2.50 I 2.75
-EN- -TAO
3.00 I 3.25
3. 0
3.50
3.101.7
-3.-e.
*5

’5

CHECK A CLASSIFICATION
Announcements (I)
o Automotive (2)
17 For Sale (I)

..11

No refunds possible on canceled ads. Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 letters and spaces for each line)

0 Help Warded (4)
fl Housing (5)
0 Lost aryl Found (6)

0 Personals (9)
0 Services (1)
0 Transportation (9)

Print Name

For

Address

Enclosed Is 8__

City

Dm
Phone

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER, OR CASH TO: SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS,
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE, SAN JOSE, CALIF.
95114
Plum allow 2 days attar plying her ad to appear.

